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In this article, we investigate the Hamming weight enumerators of self-dual codes
over F
q
and Z
k
. Using invariant theory, we determine a basis for the space of
invariants to which the Hamming weight enumerators belong for self-dual codes over
F
q
and Z
k
. ( 1999 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
Several types of weight enumerators of self-dual codes have been investi-
gated as an application of invariant theory. It is a fundamental and important
problem in algebraic coding theory to determine the ring of invariants to
which some weight enumerators belong for a class of self-dual codes.
MacWilliams [6] showed that the Hamming weight enumerator of the dual
code CM is uniquely determined by the Hamming weight enumerator of
a code C over a Þnite Þeld F
q
of q elements where q is a prime power. Recently
the MacWilliams identity for codes over the Þnite ring Z
k
of integers modulo
k has been established in [5]. These MacWilliams identities imply that the
Hamming weight enumerators of self-dual codes are invariant under the26
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27HARADA AND OURAlinear transformation derived from the MacWilliams identity. Moreover the
Hamming weight enumerators of certain self-dual codes are invariant under
a group. For example, the Hamming weight enumerator of binary Type II
codes is invariant under a group of order 192 and is a polynomial in the
Hamming weight enumerators of the extended Hamming code and the
extended Golay code. This is the well-known GleasonÕs theorem (cf. [8]). As
a generalization of GleasonÕs theorem, a basis for the space of invariants to
which a class of weight enumerators belong for formally self-dual codes and
self-dual codes over F
q
was given in [7].
In this article, we investigate the Hamming weight enumerators of self-dual
codes over F
q
where q is an odd prime power,3 (mod 4) and over Z
k
. In [7]
the Hamming weight enumerator of a self-dual code over F
q
was studied for
an odd prime power. We emphasize that if q,3 (mod 4) then the Hamming
weight enumerator is also invariant under an additional matrix derived from
the restriction on the length. The main results of this article are Theorems 3.5
and 3.6, which summarize the structures of the rings of invariants to
which the Hamming weight enumerator belong for self-dual codes over
F
q
and Z
k
.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Codes
We give the necessary background from coding theory, and deÞne self-dual
codes and the Hamming weight enumerators. In particular, recently there has
been interest in codes over Þnite rings as well as Þnite Þelds. Thus we give
deÞnitions Þrst of codes over Þnite Þelds, then of codes over Þnite rings,
speciÞcally the ring Z
k
.
A linear [n, k] code C over F
q
is a k-dimensional vector subspace of Fn
q
. The
parameter n is called the length of C. The elements of C are called codewords
and the Hamming weight wt(x) of a codeword x is the number of its non-zero
coordinates. The minimum weight of C is deÞned by minMwt(x) D 0Ox3CN.
An [n, k, d] code is an [n, k] code with minimum weight d. Let x"
(x
1
,2, xn) and y"(y1,2, yn) be two elements of Fnq . We deÞne the inner
product of x and y on Fn
q
by x Æ y"x1y1#2#xnyn over Fq . The dual code
CM of C is deÞned as CM"Mx3Fn
q
Dx Æ y"0 for all y3CN. C is self-dual if
C"CM.
A code C of length n over Z
k
is an additive subgroup of Zn
k
. Let
x"(x
1
,2,xn) and y"(y1,2, yn) be two elements of Znk . We deÞne the inner
product of x and y on Zn
k
by x Æ y"x1y1#2#xnyn (mod k). The dual code
CM of C is deÞned as CM"Mx3Zn
k
Dx Æ y"0 for all y3CN. The elements of
C are called codewords and the Hamming weight wt(x) of a codeword x is the
number of its non-zero coordinates. C is self-dual if C"CM.
HAMMING WEIGHT ENUMERATORS28The Hamming weight enumerator of a code C of length n over F
q
(or Z
k
) is
the polynomial
…
C
(x, y)"+
c|C
xn~wt(c)ywt(c) .
The MacWilliams identity for a code over F
q
gives the Hamming weight
enumerator of CM in terms of that of C.
THEOREM 2.1 (MacWilliams [6]). ‚et C be a linear code over F
q
. „hen
…CM (x, y)"
1
DC D
…
C
(x#(q!1)y, x!y).
Recently the MacWilliams identity for codes over Z
k
has been established.
THEOREM 2.2 (Klemm [5]). ‚et C be a code over Z
k
; then
…CM (x, y)"
1
DC D
…
C
(x#(k!1)y, x!y).
We now describe restrictions on the lengths of self-dual codes.
LEMMA 2.3 (Pless [9]). Suppose that q,1 (mod 4); a self-dual code over
F
q
of length n exists if and only if n is even. Suppose that q,3 (mod 4);
a self-dual code over F
q
of length n exists if and only if n is divisible by four.
LEMMA 2.4 (Dougherty et al. [3]). Suppose that k is a square; then there
are self-dual codes over Z
k
for all lengths.
2.2. Invariants
The conditions satisÞed by the Hamming enumerators of self-dual codes
over F
q
were investigated in [7]. The Hamming enumerators of self-dual
codes belong to the ring of polynomials Þxed by the group of substitutions,
and it is possible to Þnd explicit generator polynomials for this ring by the
Molien series. For any Þnite group G of complex m]m matrices, the Molien
series ’
G
(j) is given by ’
G
(j)" 1DG D +g|G 1$%5 (I~jg) , where DG D is the order of G,
det stands for determinant, and I is the identity matrix. The number of
linearly independent homogeneous invariants of degree d is given by the
coeƒcient of jd in the Molien series. For a general reference of invariant
theory, see, e.g., [8, Chap. 19; 10].
Using invariant theory, a basis for the space of invariants to which the
Hamming weight enumerators belong for self-dual codes over F
q
was given
in [7].
29HARADA AND OURAPROPOSITION 2.5 (MacWilliams et al. [7]). ‚et G
1
(q) be the group gener-
ated by
M
1
(q)" 1
Jq A
1
1
q!1
!1 B .
„hen C[x, y]G1(q)"C[/
1,1
, /
1,2
], where
/
1,1
"x#(Jq!1)y,
/
1,2
"y(x!y).
Remark. C[x, y]G"M f3C[x, y] D f"f ¡ A for any A3GN is called the
invariant ring for G.
PROPOSITION 2.6 (MacWilliams et al. [7]). ‚et G
2
(q) be the group gener-
ated by
M
1
(q)" 1
Jq A
1
1
q!1
!1 B and M2"A
!1
0
0
!1B .
„hen C[x, y]G1(2)"C[/
2,1
, /
2,2
], where
/
2,1
"x2#(q!1)xy,
/
2,2
"x2#(q!1)y2.
The above proposition means that the Hamming weight enumerator of
a self-dual code over F
q
is an element of C[/
2,1
, /
2,2
].
By Lemma 2.3, if q,3 (mod 4) then the Hamming weight enumerator over
F
q
is also invariant by
M
3
"A
i
0
0
iB ,
where i2"!1.
It is the aim of this article to determine the structure of the invariant ring of
the group generated by M
1
(q) and M
3
and give a basis for the space of
invariants to which the Hamming weight enumerators belong for self-dual
codes over F
q
where q,3 (mod 4) and the Þnite ring Z
k
.
HAMMING WEIGHT ENUMERATORS303. MAIN RESULTS
3.1. Structure of the Invariant Ring
In this subsection, we determine the structure of the invariant ring for the
Þnite group G
3
(k) generated by
M
1
(k)" 1
Jk A
1
1
k!1
!1 B and M3"A
i
0
0
iB .
LEMMA 3.1. „he Molien series of the invariant ring for G
3
(k) is given by
1#j4
(1!j4)2"1#3j4#5j8#7j12#2.
Proof. G
3
(k) has order 8 and det(I!jg) is given in Table I for each
element g of G
3
(k). The Molien series follows from Table I. j
LEMMA 3.2. „he invariant ring C[x, y]G3(k) is generated by the polynomials
/
3,1
, /
3,2
, and /
3,3
, where
/
3,1
"x4#4(k!1)xy3#(k2!4k#3)y4,
/
3,2
"x3y#(k!3)xy3!(k!2)y4,
/
3,3
"x2y2!2xy3#y4.
Proof. Direct calculation shows that /
3,1
, /
3,2
, and /
3,3
are elements of
C[x, y]G3(k). It is suƒcient to show that every element with degree at most 8,
which is the order of the group G
3
(k), can be obtained from the elements
/
3,1
, /
3,2
, /
3,3
(see Theorem 2.1.4 in [10]). We shall show that the vector
spaces spanned by M/
3,1
, /
3,2
, /
3,3
N and M/2
3,1
, /2
3,2
, /
3,1
/
3,2
, /
3,1
/
3,3
, /
3,2
/
3,3
N are in dimension 3 and 5, respectively. By the coeƒcients of
x4, x3y, and x2y2, /
3,1
, /
3,2
, and /
3,3
are linear independent. Moreover,
consider the coeƒcients of x8, x7y, x6y2, x5y3, x4y4 of polynomials
/2
3,1
, /2
3,2
, /
3,1
/
3,2
, /
3,1
/
3,3
, and /
3,2
/
3,3
. Then this shows that the setTABLE I
Determinants of G3(k)
Element g: I M
1
(k) M
1
(k)M
3
M
1
(k)M2
3
det(I!jg): (j!1)2 !j2#1 j2#1 !j2#1
Element g: M
1
(k)M3
3
M
3
M2
3
M3
3
det(I!jg): j2#1 (ij!1)2 (j#1)2 (ij#1)2
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3,1
, /2
3,2
, /
3,1
/
3,2
, /
3,1
/
3,3
, /
3,2
/
3,3
N forms a 5-dimensional vector
space. j
LEMMA 3.3. /
3,1
and /
3,2
are algebraically independent.
Proof. First, we order monomials by the lexicographical order on the
sequence of exponents; i.e., xe1ye2’xd1yd2 if and only if e
1
’d
1
or e
1
"d
1
and
e
2
’d
2
.
Assume that we have the Þnite sum +
i, j
c
ij
/i
3,1
/j
3,2
which is identically
zero. The leading term of /i
3,1
/j
3,2
is x4i‘3jyj. Since the distinct summands in
the equation have distinct leading terms, we have c
ij
"0 for all i, j. Therefore
/
3,1
and /
3,2
are algebrically independent. j
THEOREM 3.4. „he invariant ring has the structure
C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
] =/
3,3
C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
].
Proof. Since /
3,1
, /
3,2
, /
3,3
satisfy the relation (!2k#3)/2
3,3
!
/
3,1
/
3,3
!2/
3,2
/
3,3
#/2
3,2
"0, we have
C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
, /
3,3
]"C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
]#/
3,3
C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
].
Assume that there exists some f (51) such that C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
]
4f‘4
W
/
3,3
C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
]
4f
OM0N, where C[/
1
, /
2
]
f
denotes the fth homogeneous
part of C[/
1
, /
2
]. The dimension of the vector space spanned by
Mg, /
3,3
h D g3C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
], h3C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
]
4f
N is less than dim
C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
]
4f‘4
#dim C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
]
4f
.
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.3, we have dimC[/
3,1
, /
3,2
]
4f‘4
#
dimC[/
3,1
, /
3,2
]
4f
"2f#3, which is equal to dimC[/
3,1
, /
3,2
/
3,3
]
4f‘4
by Lemma 3.1. This is a contradiction.
Therefore we have
C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
, /
3,3
]"C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
] =/
3,3
C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
],
and the theorem follows from Lemma 3.2. j
3.2. Gleason-„ype „heorems
Combining Theorem 3.4 with the results in Section 2, we have the follow-
ing Gleason-type theorems. These theorems summarize the structures of the
rings of invariants to which the Hamming weight enumerators belong for
self-dual codes over F
q
and Z
k
.
HAMMING WEIGHT ENUMERATORS32THEOREMS 3.5. ‚et C be a self-dual code over F
q
.
(1) If q,1 (mod 4) then the Hamming weight enumerator of C is an
element of the ring C[x2#(q!1)xy, x2#(q!1)y2].
(2) If q,3 (mod 4) then the Hamming weight enumerator of C is an
element of the ring C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
] =/
3,3
C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
], where
/
3,1
"x4#4(q!1)xy3#(q2!4q#3)y4,
/
3,2
"x3y#(q!3)xy3!(q!2)y4,
/
3,3
"x2y2!2xy3#y4.
Remark. The ring is often smaller than the above ring for small q, e.g.,
q"3 (cf. [8]).
THEOREM 3.6. ‚et C be a self-dual code over Z
k
.
(1) If k is a square then the Hamming weight enumerator of C is an element
of the ring C[x#(Jk!1)y, y(x!y)].
(2) Suppose that there is no self-dual code over Z
k
for all odd lengths. „hen
the Hamming weight enumerator of C is an element of the ring C[x2#
(k!1)xy, x2#(k!1)y2].
(3) Suppose that there is no self-dual code over Z
k
for lengths nI0
(mod 4). „hen the Hamming weight enumerator of C is an element of the ring
C[/
3,1
, /
3,2
]=/
3,3
C[/
3,3
, /
3,2
], where
/
3,1
"x4#4(k!1)xy3#(k2!4k#3)y4,
/
3,2
"x3y#(k!3)xy3!(k!2)y4,
/
3,3
"x2y2!2xy3#y4.
Remark. The rings of invariants to which the Hamming weight enumer-
ators belong for self-dual codes over Z
k
were determined in [2] and [4] for
only k"4, 6, and 12.
3.3. Applications
Recently Type II codes over Z
2k
have been introduced in [1]. Similarly to
binary Type II codes, it was shown in [1] that there is a Type II code over
Z
2k
of length n if and only if n,0 (mod 8). Thus the Hamming weight
enumerator of a Type II code is also invariant under the matrix
M
4
"A
w
0
0
wB ,
33HARADA AND OURAwhere w is an 8th root of unity. The group G
4
(2k) generated by the matrices
M
1
(2k) and M
4
has order 16 for every k.
THEOREM 3.7. „he Hamming weight enumerator of a „ype II code over Z
2k
is an element of the ring
C[t
4,1
, t
4,2
]=t
4,3
C[t
4,1
, t
4,2
]=t
4,4
C[t
4,1
, t
4,2
]=t
4,5
C[t
4,1
, t
4,2
],
where
t
4,1
"x8#56(2k!1)x3y5#28(2k!1)(2k!5)x2y6
#8(2k!1)(4k2!12k#15)xy7#(2k!1)(8k3!28k2#42k!35)y8,
t
4,2
"x7y#7(6k!5)x3y5#14(2k2!9k#6)x2y6
#2(4k3!28k2#63k!35)xy7!2(4k3!14k2#21k!10)y8,
t
4,3
"x6y2#4(3k!5)x3y5#(2k!3)(2k!15)x2y6
!4(k!3)(2k!3)xy7#2(2k2!6k#5)y8,
t
4,4
"(x!y)3y3Mx2#3xy#2(k!2)y2N,
t
4,5
"(x!y)4y4.
„he invariant ring has the Molien series
1#3j8
(1!j8)2"1#5j8#9j16#13j24#2 .
Proof. Similar to that of Theorem 3.4. j
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